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01 Intro

Over the past few years, cryptocurrencies proved to be the fastest growing asset class and 
offered phenomenal rewards for those who decided to invest. Long term investors, as well 
as day traders, benefit from the unique opportunities offered by the most promising market 
we have ever seen.

However, investments into cryptocurrencies require time, specific knowledge, analytical 
skills, as well as professional tools to be successful. The difficulty is the main reason why 
most people simply miss tremendous opportunities offered by a booming market. There 
are different cryptocurrency exchanges that can offer various types of cryptocurrencies 
and have different terms, policies, payment methods, and fees. Exchanges also differ on 
aspects such as security, user-friendliness, functionality, and design.
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Source: <Blockchain Partners>
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01 Intro

These factors can all play a significant part when choosing the most suitable exchange. 
Talks over regulation of digital currencies and crypto exchanges are a way to help the 
market become healthier and more transparent.

Security

High trading fees

Lack of liquidity

Customer support

Lack of crypto pairs

Inconvenient user interface

High withdrawal fees

No issues

40%

37%

36%

33%

22%

21%

18%

9%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Source: <Statista>

What are the biggest problems that cryptocurrency traders see in currently available exchanges?
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02 Problems

1. Investor Opportunities

With the growing market of cryptocurrency, more platforms are introduced to the industry. 
However, the market isn’t entirely perfect. There are still a number of on-going problems in 
the market and the trading platforms.

One of the biggest problems in cryptocurrency is the opportunity itself. When someone 
tries to make an investment in digital assets, he or she can be easily lost due to different 
rules and regulations found in multiple exchanges. The process often requires a lengthy 
verification process as well, and most investors easily give up at this point. Another 
problem is volatility, which can negatively affect the overall trading result of any inexpe-
rienced private investor. The new investors have so much to learn and experience that 
most of the time, only the experienced digital asset traders are in the best position to 
fully benefit from arising opportunities offered in the blockchain revolution.

For these reasons, investors sometimes choose to trust a private crypto trader or a fund, 
in order to gain profit in newly established markets. However, such decisions can be very 
risky due to lack of regulations and the high possibility of fraud in unverified environ-
ments

2. Trader Problems

Digital asset traders deal with equally challenging problems, which include launching a 
personal fund requires technical knowledge, programming skills, legal paperwork as 
well as marketing costs and other expenses. Since only a several digital asset funds have 
gained the reputation necessary for backing, private crypto traders and newly estab-
lished funds tend to look for investors in online forums, social networks or amongst their 
friends.

It takes many years of effort to build trust and reputation in order to attract proper fund-
ing. As a result, many successful traders and digital asset traders are being overlooked 
and end up having no access to investors capital, limiting their opportunities and nar-
rowing earnings potential.
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02 Problems

3. The Traditional Asset Management Problem

The traditional asset management industry has been plagued with multiple issues 
including scams and corruptions since its inception. Unethical and illegal manipulations 
are often found among asset managers with a large sum of money at their disposal, 
Ponzi schemes, and their sweeping techniques are some of the common allegations 
faced by the industry. The industry has developed deep-rooted problems including 
mutual mistrust, unethical practices, scamming, and below-the-surface deals.

Trusting even professional asset managers in traditional markets can sometimes lead to 
problematic results. Stories of asset managers making certain trades just to increase 
their commission and drive up the fees to their investors are just the beginning when it 
comes to the level of dishonest activity when it comes to investing other’s money. Every 
year, thousands of licensed traders are found guilty of insider trading, fraud, or scam-
ming hard-working investors.

Regulatory uncertainty 48%

Lack of Trust among
users 45%

Ability to bring
network together 44%

Seperate blockchains
not working together 41%

Inability to scale 29%

Intellectual property
concerns 30%

Audit/compliance
concerns 20%

1st 2nd 3rd

9%

15%9%6%

6% 12% 11%

11% 18% 12%

21% 15% 8%

25% 13% 7%

27% 11% 10%

7%4%

Percentage of respondents ranking top three barriers to blockchain adoption
The biggest barriers to blockchain adoption

<Source: NACD BoardTalk>
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03 Background

To solve the problems listed above, we have decided to create a cryptocurrency trading 
platform of our own called 2GATHER. The name has two meanings: ‘to-gather’ and 
‘together’.

2GATHER is a platform we plan to provide for investors and cryptocurrency traders who 
are looking to utilize the most advanced trading tools and technology, as well as the com-
bined wisdom of the community in order to achieve maximum returns in cryptocurrency 
markets.

2GATHER will be one of the leading cryptocurrency market investment management plat-
forms with its different operation styles from the existing traditional investment structure. Its 
infrastructure will three main benefits including:

- 2GATHER peer-2-peer Asset Platform

- 2GATHER 2Go Portal

- Liquidity aggregation / Algorithmic trading
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04 Platform Overview

1. 2GATHER peer-2-peer Asset Platform

The 2GATHER peer-2-peer Asset Platform is the essence and core of our infrastructure. 
By implementing the successful peer-2-peer business model, the investors can easily 
browse through our trading models provided by professional traders and choose to 
“follow” whomever they wish to match their goals. All users can get a clear picture of the 
current and past performances of each trading model.

The 2GATHER platform does not allocate the money to anyone but rather implement 
the person’s own decision. At the same time, the platform automatically replicates all 
the trading activity of a chosen model directly into the investors’ accounts at 2GATHER. 
This action provides a unique peer-2-peer experience along with the safety of funds for 
both investors and traders. The 2GATHER platform is the ultimate venue where success-
ful digital asset traders meet new investors, in a transparent, safe and efficient 
peer-2-peer investment environment.

Investors from all around the world can compare the performance of hundreds of 
successful cryptocurrency traders at any time and choose to mirror their trades auto-
matically to their account. While traders benefit from success fees generated by profit-
able trading, investors can relax, knowing that their funds are following the successful 
and professional model of an industry.

By pairing the peer-2-peer business model and the cryptocurrency investment industry, 
2GATHER offers a great opportunity to utilize the wisdom of experienced traders in 
order to achieve positive trading results securely.

2. 2Go Portal

2GATHER strongly believes in the importance of education when it comes to cryptocur-
rency. With the rapidly changing technology world, the 2GATHER team feels the neces-
sity to stay alarmed. This also means it’s our job to educate the platform users, as we are 
offering them a vehicle to invest their money.

While investing in cryptocurrency is always a risky endeavour, there are certainly plenty 
of rewards to be gained as well, and that’s why we believe offering a large portal for 
our users to grow their knowledge of the crypto industry is very important.
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04 Platform Overview

2Go Portal is the most complete educational resource and knowledge base built by trad-
ers for users. It features the latest market news, unique content created by leading crypto 
experts aimed at educating the community, sharing trading ideas and discussing latest 
market developments. 

It will also include Crypto Trading 101, explaining the essentials of cryptocurrency investing, 
as well as video tutorials to help new investors. For experienced traders, advanced trading 
tutorials, strategies, and technical analysis from industry professionals will be included for 
their knowledge. There will also be a community dashboard where investors and traders 
can freely communicate with each other for information. With our 2Go Portal, the users can 
not only get knowledge and information, but also feel included and accepted by the com-
munity. We plan to have the 2Go Portal become the largest, community-oriented and con-
tinuously growing knowledge resource for investors.

Aggregated liquidity will offer 2GATHER members access to top crypto-exchanges and 
trade all possible coins from one single account.

3. Liquidity aggregation / Algorithmic trading

In the future, 2GATHER team is planning to aggregate liquidity from top cryptocurrency 
exchanges, This will allow all users to benefit from trades executing at the best possible 
rates. Such offerings, previously available only for institutional clients, provide internal 
liquidity with significantly reduced pricing on all trading activities occurring on the 
2GATHER platform. These functions are currently still in development and we plan to 
provide the following expansion in the near future. 

Such future developments will include:

- Making all cryptocurrencies available on one platform

- Providing the best prices for execution

- Combination of liquidity to offer less slippage, thinner spreads and ability to exe cute 

   larger trades at once. 

- Improved latency and reduced execution costs

- Quotes from multiple exchanges provide the ability to develop algorithmic trading 

   strategies
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04 Platform Overview

In the near future, we plan to provide our users with the following:

The 2GATHER trading platform is an advanced trading platform, adapted to the needs 
of traders using various strategies ranging from day trading and spread trading, to long 
term investments.

Backed by a strong team of industry professionals, 2GATHER is on a clear path to 
become an ultimate solution for investors and cryptocurrency traders. It will cover every 
aspect related to cryptocurrency trading, from education, market overview and trading 
ideas to the unique concept of p2p asset trading, liquidity aggregation and ultimately 
the most advanced trading station ever.

-  Trade the widest selection of cryptocurrencies

-  Access quotes from top exchanges through a single account (combined market 

    depth)

-  Access to all necessary information about crypto

-  Access to the most advanced charting software 

-  Access to market sentiment, data and analysis 

-  Earn success fees apart from trading profits by allowing investors to copy trades, 

    through the p2p asset platform.

-  Build a full-scale trading career within one single platform 

-  Generate detailed financial reports which will be aligned with regulations
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05 2GATHER Ecosystem

1. For Investors

The 2GATHER platform allows everyday investors to search and compare the perfor-
mance of hundreds of proven cryptocurrency traders and replicate their trading activity 
automatically. 

After an investor decides to “follow” the most suitable strategy - the system will auto-
matically synchronize all trading activity from the chosen investing model into their seg-
regated account at 2GATHER, providing the convenience of peer-2-peer asset trading 
along with the safety of funds. 

Each investor can diversify their investments by following up to 20 different models 
(traders) at the same time. Such diversification allows investors to uniquely position 
themselves to record gains through multiple crypto trading strategies and protect them-
selves against massive losses in any single cryptocurrency. More importantly, investors 
are in total control - they can start or finish the following whenever they want. 

2. For Traders

The 2GATHER platform helps investing talents bring their trading results in front of the 
public and compete with other traders in an unbiased environment. Any trader is free to 
act as a digital asset trader and grow their revenue by earning success fees. The more 
successful they are, the more followers they will acquire and the more money they’ll 
make from profitable trading.

A user can easily decide to become a trader by linking an existing trading account at an 
external cryptocurrency exchange through an API. From this moment, all trading activi-
ty will be recorded in the model and the trader doesn’t need to do anything else – just 
continue trading in the comfort of his personal account.

Later, the trader will be able to decide whether he wants to “list” his model at the 
2GATHER platform and make it visible for investors instantly or keep it private for a 
while to build a solid track record first
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05 2GATHER Ecosystem

3. 2GATHER in 4 simple steps

1. Join: Register at 2GATHER through a simple procedure

2. Find top traders: Compare the performance of hundreds of successful model traders 
      and find the one or many matching your goals.  

3. Follow: Once you find the strategy or strategies you wish to follow, simply click 
     “Follow”. You will be asked to specify the percentage of the funds you want to allocate 
      to the model. The amounts for the replicated trades will be calculated proportionally.

4. Monitor and control: Now, you’re good to go. You can relax since all trades from now 
     on will be replicated automatically. Most importantly – you are in control. You can 
    manage your portfolio by following new strategies or stop copying a trader at any 
     time. 

Investor Login Screen Asset Trader Login Screen

Welcome to 2GATHER!

Over the past few years, cryptocurrencies proved to be the fastest growing asset class and offered 

phenomenal rewards for those who decided to invest. Long term investors, as well as day traders, benefit 

from the unique opportunities offered by the most promising market we have ever seen.

Investor

Email

Password

Remember me Forgot Password?

Don’t have an account yet? Join Hire Ground

Sign in

Welcome to 2GATHER!

Over the past few years, cryptocurrencies proved to be the fastest growing asset class and offered 

phenomenal rewards for those who decided to invest. Long term investors, as well as day traders, benefit 

from the unique opportunities offered by the most promising market we have ever seen.

Email

Password

Remember me Forgot Password?

Don’t have an account yet? Join Hire Ground

Sign in

Asset Trader

<2GATHER Website Login>
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05 2GATHER Ecosystem

My Page
Investor

My Page
Asset Trader 

Traders
Investor

<2GATHER Platform Marketplace Model>
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05 2GATHER Ecosystem

<2GATHER Peer-2-Peer Asset Platform>

BTC
ETH

TWO
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10:12

Asset Trader

Inverstor Asset Trader

Wallet

Trading
Model
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Other

Wallet

Account at
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Portfolio

“Following” Started2% Entry Fee

TWO Asset Contract
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Existing
TWO

2GATHER
Token

Purchase
Whit ETH

or BTC

Strategy
builder

Trading Replication

Investor Personal Account

“Following” Stopped

PROFIT72% from
profits

Initial
Investment

Success fee 18%
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05 2GATHER Ecosystem

4. Platform Specifications

1. Registration

All users must be registered on the platform to carry out any activities. The users can 
choose to register through email, or through social media such as Facebook, Google, 
and Twitter.   

2. 2GATHER Account and Wallet:

All users of the platform will have their own unique wallet created automatically. After 
registration with 2GATHER platform, each user shall have BTC, ETH and other 
addresses in their wallet. By depositing any of these coins, it is possible to make inter-
nal exchanges from one currency to another. However, only TWO tokens can be used 
for following a trading strategy. 

3. Entry fee

There is a 2% entry fee that applies every time a user deposits funds to his or her 
account. This commission accrues to the TWO Asset Contract increasing the value 
backing TWO tokens.

4. Model Traders

A Model Trader is a user who created a trading model (strategy) in the 2GATHER 
platform. From that moment, tracking of all trading activity starts and the model 
becomes available for following.

5. Investors

The investor is a user who is following a chosen model in order to benefit from the 
profitable trading of a model trader. Each investor can follow up to 20 different trad-
ing strategies at once.

6. Marketplace

The platform allows users to search, rank, filter and compare all of the available trad-
ing models.

7. Following a Model

When an investor finds a suitable strategy and starts following – all trading actions of 
a model will be replicated in their personal 2GATHER account with a proportional 
amount of funds, predefined by the investor.
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05 2GATHER Ecosystem

4. Platform Specifications

8. Segregated Accounts

To provide security and peace of mind to all investors – we offer secure personal 
accounts for each user within the 2GATHER Platform. None of the funds go directly to 
model traders, which avoids trust and security issues.

9. Unfollowing the Model

If an investor chooses to unfollow a trading model, funds will immediately be returned 
to their wallet minus success fees and commission in case of any profit they earned. 
Each user can stop following a trading model at any time. The only occasion when 
following stops automatically is when a model trader decides to terminate his or her 
strategy from the platform. In that case, funds will be returned to all of the followers of 
the terminated model.

10. Profit Sharing

In case a trading model resulted in profits for the investor-follower, income distribu-
tion will look like this:

11. Anonymous Model

All users of the 2GATHER platform can choose to publish their real names or remain 
anonymous by using a username. However, we strongly encourage to provide real 
names, especially for successful model traders, to gain more faith and followers.

12. Users Privacy

No personal user data is available to other users or moderators working on the plat-
form. This list includes but is not limited to: emails, wallet IDs, or funds available to 
users, as well as direct links to personal social media accounts, even if they are speci-
fied in the user’s account form. All users can remain completely anonymous. 

a) Success Fee: 18% of all profits will be transferred to the model trader’s wallet

b) Platform Commission: 10% of all profits and will be automatically credited to TWO 

     Asset Contract The remaining 72% shall be credited to the investors wallet along 

     with the initial investment.
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06 Token

A. Usage

The 2GATHER Token is a smart contract system built on the blockchain, and designed to 
be used by the 2GATHER platform users. The TWO tokens are easily transferable 
between users and platforms using compatible wallets and can be smoothly integrated 
into exchanges. 

The platform users can buy TWO tokens as a utility in order to follow one or several trad-
ing models that are provided by our platform traders. In the case when the model 
following results in a profit, the investor will get an initial amount allocated along with all 
profit converted into TWO, allowing his or her TWO value to increase. The demand for 
TWO tokens correlate with the copy-trading volume at the 2GATHER platform. The 
more investors and traders are on the platform, the higher the value of  TWO token.

At the initial launch of the 2GATHER platform, we hope to get dozens of professional 
traders onboard, resulting in early users of the platform to have the opportunity to 
choose among different trading strategies. As the platform grows, new traders will reg-
ister their models and more number of strategies will be introduced, thus driving diversi-
fication. We believe this will create healthy competition among all model traders.

Successful copy-trading in the platform will achieve many positive outcomes: investors 
will make a profit, model traders will be rewarded with success fees as well as reputa-
tion points, positive reviews, and higher rankings. This will eventually lead to a cycle of 
attracting more investors to the ecosystem and positively influence the reputation of the 
2GATHER platform and the price of the TWO token. 

Our aim is to allocate at least 30% of all the platform earnings to systematic buy-
back-and-burn programs. This form of repayment program sets best practices for the 
TWO token economy, and simultaneously serves in the best interest of 2GATHER token 
holders. “Burning” means that the purchased tokens will be taken off the market, with the 
consequence that the totalsuppy for TWO tokens will decrease. This should effectively 
improve the value of TWO over time. We will continuously and closely monitor the regu-
latory environment and possibly introduce alternative methods of value distribution 
according to market guidelines.
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06 Token

<TWO Token In-depth>

TWO  Asset Contract

2% Entry Fee

Profit
&

- accrues all fees

- back TWO Token

-rewards token holders  

- Platform Comission

Initial
Investment

72%
from profits Success

fee 18%

10% from Profits

TraderInverstor
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B. Distribution

06 Token

<TWO Token Distribution>

Type % of Total Tokens

Community 1% 100,000

Staking 25% 2,500,000

Cex 17.4% 1,740,000

Vesting/Info

Seed 4% 400,000 30% Day of Listing, 30% 60 days after, 40% 180 days after.

Private 6% 600,000 30% Day of Listing, 30% 60 days after, 40% 180 days after.

Partners 4% 400,000 Locked for 12 months with 5% unlocked per month

Liquidity 5.6% 560,000 Locked for 12 months with 10% unlocked per month

Public 7% 700,000 30% Day of Listing, 30% 30 days after, 15% per month following

Team 10% 1,000,000 Locked for 12 months with 5% vesting per month

Marketing 20.0% 2,000,000 5% unlocked and 5% unlocked per month

Totals 100% 10,000,000

20%
Marketing

17.4%
Cex

4%
Seed 1%

Community

6%
Private

25%
Staking

7%
Public

4%
Partners

5.6%
Liquidity

10%
Team

Seed

Private

Community

Public

Team

Staking

Partners

Liquidity

Cex

Marketing
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07 Road Map

By continuously adding features, building a strong community and aggregating data, 
2GATHER wishes to become a leading blockchain based peer-2-peer asset trading plat-
form for cryptocurrencies.

<2GATHER Platform Roadmap>

2021 Q1
Concept Design and Research
Seed Round
Private Round
Certik Audit

2021 Q3
Public Token sale

TWO Token Listing

2021 Q4
Platform MVP
Exchange Beta v1

2022 Q1
Platform Launch

User Growth Out Reach
Mobile Wallet Beta

Exchange Beta v2
Exchange Launch

2022 Q2 - Q4
Setup Fund Partners
Mobile Wallet Intergrations
Social Dex Trading Platform
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08 Legal Notices

This whitepaper does not represent a legal relation. The purpose of this whitepaper is to 
provide information and present the technical aspect of the 2GATHER platform and TWO 
token. Maximal efforts have been made to make this document contain the true and all the 
latest information. This document is not professional investment advice and this is not a 
personal investment recommendation for purchasing TWO token or any other cryptocur-
rency. Potential investors and buyers of TWO token have to ask for a legal, investment, tax, 
bookkeeping or any other type of advice for determining potential benefits and possible 
consequences of actions connected with TWO token.

TWO Token is not aimed to represent securities in any jurisdiction. The crucial role of TWO 
token and its possible purchase is to be used for providing TWOservices. 2GATHER orga-
nization bears in mind that the value of TWO token can grow, and TWO token will be used 
for trading on cryptocurrency markets, but 2GATHER organization does not bear any 
legal responsibility for loss of value of TWO token. We point out once again that TWO 
token is not a security, but its purpose is to be used as a means of payment on the 2GATHER 
platform. 

TWO token can have no value and there is no guarantee for the liquidity of TWO token. 
2GATHER and its representatives are not and will not be responsible for the market value 
of TWO token, and/or liquidity of TWO token and/or availability of any market for TWO 
token through third persons or in any other way. 
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